WHAT
YOU
ENJOYED

On Saturday 22nd February 2014, representatives from
across Scotland came together for a day of discussion,
networking and sharing aspirations for Scotland’s growing
and diverse network of trans support groups. Here is a
summary of the contributions shared during the event.

Grampian Tfolk - Grampian
A support group for all under the trans umbrella. Contact: abtfolk@yahoo.com

Central Scotland Transgender group – Perth, Dunblane
A group for Post and Pre op as well as TV's and Crossdressers. Partners and wives
are welcome too. Contact: katherineburrows485@gmail.com

TransparenTsees - Glasgow
The aim of the group, which has been set up by parents, is to provide a confidential,
safe place for parents to meet, discuss issues and ask questions of one another. The
group is for all parents. Contact: TransparenTsees@gmail.com

Non – binary Scotland – Edinburgh / other locations
Non-Binary Scotland is a group which provides support and social opportunities for people
who either self-identify as out with the gender binary of men and women or are
questioning whether they might. Contact: nonbinaryscotland@groups.facebook.com

‘Out-here’ - Stirling
New to Forth Valley and set up to support adults from the LGBT community to come
together. Contact: michael.harkin@tht.org.uk

Me & T Edinburgh - Edinburgh
A supportive space for people who have friends, family or partners who are
transgender or exploring their gender, and provides an opportunity to meet other
people who may have similar experiences, questions or concerns.
Group contact: me.and.t.edinburgh@gmail.com.

Edinburgh Trans Women - Edinburgh
Support group aimed at transsexual women at any stage of transition, women who
are transgender and live as women full-time or part-time or for those who are
questioning their gender identity. Group contact: info@edinburghtranswomen.org.uk

Our Tribe - Edinburgh
LGBT welcoming and affirming Christian ministry at Augustine United Church,
Edinburgh. All are welcome - friends, family and allies.
Contact: Rev Maxwell Reay - ourtribe.auc@gmail.com or call 07957 543359.

TG Times – Dumfries & Galloway
A support group for all under the trans umbrella. Contact: abtfolk@yahoo.com

Group highlights so far…
 Seeing people through journeys
 Having visiting speakers
 Good numbers attending
 Helping people to come out at work
 Seeing people grow in confidence
 Trans-exclusive swimming in Aberdeen
 Providing mental health support for those who need it
 We offer a variety of activities
 People who attend seem to be nice and create a safe and supportive space
 People have made long journeys to attend and said THANKS
 We’ve always had at least one person attending
 Starting new ways to support people
 We made a DVD for trans people about faith
 We created a local group for trans people
 Creating a community
 Welcoming people who had previously had negative experiences
 Being invited to run a workshop on Non-binary issues
 Having a wide range of ages attending
 Delivering events for Trans Day of Remembrance
 Offering ongoing support to a post 25yrs age group

Group challenges so far…
 Getting funding
 Geographical spread of potential group
members; finding a venue that and travel costs

 Continuing to publicise and reach new people
 Lack of variety of activities for people
 Funding for speakers
 Getting people to come back after 1st visit
 Dealing with lack of transport
 Keeping membership OPEN to a wide range of trans-identities
 Having the time to run the group
 Trying not to take things personally
 Red tape of organisations
 How to get NEW people
 How to choose the right time to meet
 Dealing with “stereotypes”

COPING WITH THE CHALLENGES
Fears
(things you worry about)

Ideas for action… ways to
help cope with the challenges

Self-care as a group leader is VITAL
Give yourself permission to think of
your needs: It gives a great example to
others
Letting people down
Identify what self-care means to you
Balancing your own life with the
as an individual: what do you need to
needs of the group
do to take care of yourself?
Supporting people with serious
Having a network of people to speak
mental health issues, feeling like you
to helps
haven’t done enough or don’t have the
Know your own limits / boundaries
right information
Enroll other people to help
Feeling under-qualified
Keep good contacts with
Not enough people attending, the
organisations who may be able to
group loses momentum and has to
help/offer services to help or promote
end
e.g. LGBT Health and Wellbeing
Create a Doodle poll to find out from
members, the preferred
Not finding the groups’ ‘perfect’ time / date/time/venue/activities
date / venue / activities to suit all
Realise that there is NO perfect
group members
solution: you cannot please everybody
and there will always be people who
cannot attend
Organised training to help group
The group is not being inclusive
leader’s deal with challenging
There is not a shared vision / ethos
issues/behaviour is useful: approach
Dealing with strong emotions /
orgs like Transition Support Service or
opinions
Running a group opens you up to
criticism

Dealing with discrimination inside and
outside group setting
The group not being taken seriously
by others in the trans community

Negative publicity: group leader being
‘outed’ for running the group

Scottish Transgender Alliance for help
Know who to report discrimination to.
Re-affirm safe space expectations
with group regularly. Use ground
rules or group agreements to draw
attention to if challenging behaviour
presents itself.
Don’t feed into arguments or
unconstructive criticism, given in
person or online: ignore/delete
facebook comments or emails if they are
harmful, concentrate on the positive
aspects of your group
Be mindful of how much information
you share about yourself online. In
order to publicise the group a contact
address will be needed, but it can be
your group’s email address, not a
personal email address

TIPS & SUGGESTIONS
 SMILE! Be friendly
 Introduce people to each other
 Try to get peoples contact details so you can keep in touch, get feedback, etc.
 Inform people about your confidentiality policy/how you will use their contact details
if you collect them
 Adjust your activities to suit those who have come (people participate in different
ways!)
 If someone is shy, it might help them to have a purpose/task/role to occupy them
 If possible, use a range of spaces
 Always establish what your safe space policy is with new people
 If possible speak with a new person before the group, to begin the welcome,
reduce anxiety. You can do this by email / phone / face to face
 Be aware that someone might be nervous
 Be sensitive – the person may not be out or just coming out
 Be ready to signpost if your group is not relevant/suitable for their needs
 Everyone attending is equal – no hierarchies.

FROM SCOTLAND’S
TRANS GROUP LEADERS
 “Thank you all for being willing to come and contribute”
 “Hope today has brought confidence to new groups”
 “We are a diverse group of people and it is great to come together to celebrate our
common cause”
 “Focussed and determined. Rejuvenated to return to Aberdeen”
 “Nice to feel connected”
 “Great opportunity to meet other groups/leaders”
 “Working together towards one voice”
 “Feeling inspired by all the work happening in Scotland. People care and are
dedicated”
 “Useful ideas for moving forward”
 “A kick up the bum to make the group visible”
 “Really fruitful”
 “Getting more experience people in the T community…lots of parallels but all
striving towards some good”
 “Better understanding of wider community, e.g. TransparenTsees group and
different perspectives, for example Non Binary Scotland.”

Transition Support Service
{LGBT Health and Wellbeing}
9 Howe Street, Edinburgh EH3 6TE

Rose Marshall: 0131 523 1103
Email: rose@lgbthealth.org.uk
Jules Stapleton Barnes: 0131 523 1104
Email: jules@lgbthealth.org.uk

Scottish Transgender Alliance
30 Bernard Street
Edinburgh EH6 6PR

James Morton/Nathan Gale: 0131 467 6039
Email: james@equality-network.org
Email: nathan@equality-network.org

LGBT Helpline Scotland
Helpline: 0300 123 2523
Open every Tuesday and Wednesday between 12 - 9pm
We provide information and emotional support to lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people and their families, friends and supporters across Scotland. We are
also here to support those questioning or wanting to discuss their sexuality or gender
identity.

